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DIGEST:
Other vendors were not prejudiced under
teleprocessing services selection process
where one vendor was permitted to conduct
second benchmark 10 days after
deadline
for such benchmark had expired since at
that time all other vendors had successfully
second
benchmark or failed
passed initial
benchmark and record shows that vendor did
not "optimize" benchmark program during period
between its
first
and second benchmark and
delay was, in part,
fault of agency.

(Tymshare, Inc. (Tymshare) protests further consideration and evaluation of Control Data Corporation
(CDC) by the United States
Coast Guard in the selection
of a vendor for teleprocessing services under the
General Services Administration (GSA) Teleprocessing
Services Program (TSP).
Tymshre bases its protest on
the Coast Guard's decis ion toq7ermit CDC to perform a
second benchmark after the deadline for such tests had
expired.) We have received and considered numerous
submissi6 s from Tymsh re,/CDC, the Coast Guard and
GSA in connection with!thdis matter.
Tymshare and othjer companies have entered into
Multiple Award Schedil1f Contracts (MASCs) under GSA's
TSP.
As provided iniFpederal Property Management
Regulations, Tempor )y Regulation E-47, August 3,
1976, as amended, T9Y/is the mandatory means by which
Federal agencies acqpire teleprocessing services from
the private sector./
The procedure to be followed by each agency-for
selecting a vendor for the teleprocessing services is
Under paragraph
set forth in detail in the MASC..
D.9 (Basis for User Source Selection), selection of
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a source is primarily based on a determination by
the requiring activity of lowest system life cost.
Paragraph D.10 (User Source Selection Considerations)
provides for the running of any necessary benchmark
program or series of programs to determine which of
the teleprocessing schedule contractors' services
meet the user's needs at the lowest overall cost.
The MASC also requires that potential subscribers
give each contractor at least 20 days written notice
of their intent to conduct benchmark tests.
Programs used in the benchmark tests are to be
those selected by the prospective subscriber as
typifying its planned application. When approved
by the prospective subscriber, the contractor is
permitted to make changes in the benchmark programs.
The contractor must provide documentation to agency
evaluators of any changes made in the programs, job
control language, and similar matters.
The teleprocessing services involved in the
present procurement are for the Coast Guard's Marine
Safety Information System (MSIS). On May 18, 1978,
the Coast Guard solicited Tymshare and other schedule
contractors to participate in the procurement by
submitting their current TSP/MASC for technical evaluation. The notice set forth the agency's technical
requirements, a description of the proposed benchmark
and cost evaluation procedures, and a "timetable" of
"milestones" with specific "cut-off dates."
The notice required that the award be made
to the schedule contractor with the "lowest total
cost." Vendors found to meet certain technical
requirements after evaluation of their current TSP/
MASC were required to process a benchmark program
as part of the selection and evaluation procedures
to determine that contractor which will satisfy the
Coast Guard's needs at the lowest cost. The notice
provided that vendors would be given a second
opportunity to benchmark if they failed the initial
run. 1No definition of a "failure" was set forth.
(The Coast Guard maintains that the determination of
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benchmark success or failure was solely its responsibility.) The notice, as revised on July 13, 1978,
established August 3 through 14 for conducting the
initial benchmarks and August 15 through 18 for any
benchmark retrials.
The notice listed seven categories of costs for
evaluation purposes. -Two cost categories--storage and
connect time--were derived from the cost schedule in
Four other cost categories-each vendor's MASC.
training, miscellaneous, data communications, and
desirable technical cost assessments--were evaluated
in accordance with certain criteria set forth in the
notice. The remaining and potentially single largest
element of cost was the computer input/output resources
category. The notice provided that these resource
usage costs would be determined from each vendor's
benchmark performance:
"Evaluation of participant's resource usage
and cost will be based on actual data obtained
from the benchmarks. Cost evaluation will be
made on two preparatory tasks and six terminal
sessions, for a total of eight cost evaluation
components." [Emphasis Added.]
Specifically,(the cost evaluation formula provided
that each vendor's computer input/output resource
cost be determined by computing the number of system
resource units (SRUs) which the vendor required for
particular functions. The raw number of SRUs consumed
in each function was *measured during the benchmark
tests. The notice hen required vendors to adjust
their raw SRU scort s by various uniform factors contained in the notice. Once adjusted, the resulting
number of SRUs were multiplied by the vendor's cost
per SRU. CThusthe cost evaluation formula consists?of the evaluated cost of performing the various functions which is based on the number of SRUs consumed by
each function during the vendor's benchmark performance.
Depending upon the frequency a specific function is
performed, even if only one SRU is eliminated in performing a task which is a heavily weighted cost evaluation
factor, it is possible for a vendor to significantly
reduce its cost evaluation.)
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Thus, in this instance and under TSP/MASC generally,
the benchmark serves not only to determine technical
acceptability, but also to compute a significant element
of each vendor's evaluated costs. Each vendor's performance
during a benchmark directly affects its proposed costs,
and therefore whether it is entitled to selection as the
schedule contractor offering the lowest total system cost.
In late June or early July 1978, the vendors were
provided the MSIS benchmark tape by the Coast Guard
which contained the job control language, programs,
tables and data bases for the benchmark test. However,
the vendors were not told the particular tasks that
they would be required to perform until the initial
benchmarks were conducted. The MSIS was developed on
IBM 370 series equipment. Since MSIS could be programmed to function on comparable hardware systems,
however, prospective contractors were not limited to
offering IBM equipment. CDC based its offer on the
use of its hardware system, the CYBER 170 series,
and was the only vendor to have done so.
The notices' rules concerning the benchmark
program provided as follows:
"Participants are requested to make only
machine dependent changes; no optimization
is allowed."
Vendors were also required to prepare a listing and
explanation of all changes made to the benchmark
program for Coast Guard analysis.
Machine dependent changes to a benchmark program
are those changes that are necessary to run the
benchmark on a vendor's proposed equipment. It does
not include changes in the program logic, or method
of processing functions, which.are made solely to
improve or optimize the program's performance. Any
such "optimization" (nonmachine dependent changes)
serves only to "artificially" reduce the number of
SRUs consumed during the performance of the benchmark
tasks, and correspondingly, "artificially" reduce a
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vendor's evaluated cost relative to its competitors.
Stated somewhat differently, where optimization is
performed by a contractor, the identical benchmark
program is not being run by all vendors. Standardization of evaluation does not occur and vendors essentially are not competing on an equal basis for benchmark evaluation purposes. Where identical hardware
configurations are proposed by all vendors, no machine
dependent changes are required, assuming the benchmark
tape was developed for that particular hardware configuration. The greater the differences in a vendor's
proposed equipment from the specific configurationdeveloped benchmark program, the greater the likelihood
and magnitude of machine dependent changes required.
For example, there are several different models
even within the IBM 370 series. Differences in types
of processors, different makes and number of tape units
employed, or differences in capacity of disc drives
used, (non-identical hardware configuration within the
IBM 370 series) can require machine dependent changes
to perform a given benchmark program, albeit to a substantially lesser degree than a totally different hardware system, i.e. non-IBM equipment such as the CYBER
170 offered by CDC.
Further, there is no absolute and precise definition of machine dependent changes. Categorizing
individual changes as machine or nonmachine dependent
involves judgmental determinations. GSA, in its report
to our Office, states that in making these judgmental
decisions of machine and nonmachine dependency, there
is a "gray area incapable of an all-encompassing
definition," i.e., it is essentially a matter of
judgment.
As stated previously, the notice established a
completion date of August 14 for initial benchmarks
and August 18 for any benchmark retrials. Of the three
vendors to ultimately "pass" the benchmark, CDC was
the only one to have failed the initial benchmark. It
was therefore the only vendor to be allowed to perform
a second benchmark on August 28, two weeks after its
initial failure and ten days after the completion date
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established by the notice for benchmark retrials. The
initial failure was based on a determination by the
Coast Guard that prohibited nonmachine dependent changes
had been inserted into the benchmark program by CDC.
The contracting officer states as follows:
"Control Data Corporation was first benchmarked on Monday, 14 August 1978. Pending a
detailed analysis of the benchmark program
listings by International Business Services
(IBS), [consultants hired by the Coast Guard
to evaluate benchmark results] Control Data
appeared to the Coast Guard and CDC to have
performed the benchmark successfully. IBS
notified the Coast Guard on Monday, 21 August
1978, that their analysis showed nonmachine
dependent changes had been made to the programs. Control Data was then advised verbally
by phone on 21 August 1978, and formally by
letter on 22 August 1978, that they had failed
the 14 August 1978 benchmark and would be
required to rerun the benchmark on Monday,
28 August 1978.
*~~~

~~

~~~~~

.

"Prior to conducting the first MSIS
benchmark trial, Control Data Corp. provided
the Coast Guard with the required program
listings, operating instructions, revised
MSO user's guide, and a list of machine dependent changes on 14 August 1978. All changes,
although not in all cases literally identified
in the list of changes, were described in a
functional sense. Changes that were not
listed were identified after our review of
the benchmark documentation. Complete
discovery and analysis of all changes and
Coast Guard determination that unauthorized
nonmachine dependent changes were made to
the programs was not accomplished until
after the 18 August 1978 cut-off date."
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Tymshare protests the Coast Guard's decision to
allow CDC to perform an untimely second benchmark after
the deadline for such tests set forth in the notice
had expired, without having amended the- notice. Tymshare
characterizes the Coast Guard's decision as a "selective
waiver of solicitation requirements for the sole benefit
of CDC." In this connection, Tymshare contrasts the
Coast Guard's refusal to consider for evaluation purposes
a technical amendment to Tymshare's MASC which significantly reduced its cost of serving two locations because
the amendment was submitted after the notice's deadline
for proposing technical amendments. (The notice expressly
informed offerors that technical amendments to their
MASC must be proposed to GSA by June 19 "for consideration in technical evaluation.")
(The protester argues that CDC was given a substantial
comp titive advantage over all other vendors since it was
the only vendor permitted to conduct a benchmark after
the deadline for retesting had passed.) Tymshare states
that the extra time given to CDC is particularly significant in a TSP procurement where the benchmark is used
not only to determine whether a vendor's system is
technically acceptable but also to d/etermine the vendor's
/
evaluated cost.
The protester explains that a vendor can reduce
its evaluated costs if given extba time to prepare for
the benchmark. The additional time permits the vendor
to reduce the number of SRUs used in each function and
thereby reduce its evaluated costs.) Likewise, the
vendor may use this additional timd to "fine tune"
machine dependent changes or make nonmachine dependent
changes which also reduce evaluated costs. The protester
further notes that if, as is the case here, a vendor
fails its first benchmark and has benchmark problems
available for study prior to the retest, it can make
"even more substantial SRU reductions." Tymshare concludes "[t]he range of ways to reduce SRU consumption
is limited only by the offeror's expertise and amount
of available time."
In its report to our Office, GSA agrees in part
with Tymshare "that a vendor, armed with the details
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of an initial benchmark and sufficient time, can find
ways of reducing the SRUs or of optimizing the benchmark
performance to reduce throughput." Thus, Tymshare
argues, an initial benchmark failure is rewarded by
a competitive advantage potentially given only that
vendor or vendors which are afforded the second benchmark opportunity, while the remaining vendors are "locked
in" to the evaluated costs resulting from the initial
benchmark conducted without benefit of detailed knowledge
of the benchmark problems. Tymshare believes that this
case is directly analogous to a late proposal situation
and quotes from our decision in Computer Sciences Corporation, 57 Comp. Gen. 627 (1978), 78-2 CPD 85 in which
we stated on page 640:
* The rationale underlying strict
n*
*
application of the late proposal (and late
bid) rules is to prevent even the slightest
possibility of any offeror gaining an unfair
competitive advantage by being able to make
material changes in its offer after the

cutoff date and time. * * *"

[Emphasis Added.]

For its part, CDC argues that it was entitled to
a second benchmark irrespective of the cause of the
initial failure and characterizes the notice's promise
of a second benchmark as an "unconditional guarantee."
Further,_CDC attributes the untimely second benchmark
solely to Coast Guard administrative delays) pointing
out that CDC was not informed of its initial benchmark
failure until August 21, three days after the completion
date established by the notice for benchmark retrials.
CDC's district manager for professional services, in
an affidavit filed with our Office, states as follows:
"There are many differences between the
IBM System 370 and the CDC CYBER 170 series
of computer systems that had to be taken
into account in converting the IBM-oriented
MSIS benchmark tape into a form that would
be compatible with the CDC equipment, including not only the differences between the IBM
* * * 'Operating System' and CDC's 'Network
Operating System.' CDC did seek to resolve
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its technical questions relating to the MSIS.
However, responses were often not received
until a week or more after the CDC inquiry.
Because the deadline for the initial benchmark was approaching, CDC was forced to make
independent judgments as to whether the USCG
would accept CDC's conversion of the
system * *
*

*

*

*

*

"Had there been no provision in the applicable procurement instructions for a second
benchmark, CDC would have approached the
initial benchmark in an altogether different
fashion than it did. CDC would have engaged
in much more extensive discussions than it
did with USCG [Coast Guard] technical representatives concerning the technical
requirements of the procurement and would
have determined with precision prior to the
benchmark those changes proposed by CDC that
might have been regarded by the USCG as
non-machine dependent' in nature and there-.
fore impermissible. However, because of the
explicit promise of a retest in the event
of failure, irrespective of the basis or bases
therefore, CDC regarded extensive prebenchmark
discussions as an unnecessary expenditure of
time and resources. Instead, and because
the time delays associated with a continual
dialogue with the UISCG concerning the machine
dependency of the many changes involved in
the conversion effort could have jeopardized
the schedule for initial benchmark, CDC converted the MSIS to CDC's hardware on the
basis of independent judgmental determinations,
on a case by case basis, as to whether a
particular change was machine dependent or
non-machine dependent in nature."
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CDC states that the effort needed to convert the
MSIS tape involved numerous judgmental determinations
as to whether a change was machine or nonmachine dependent and "[i]f these judgments were in any way erroneous,
CDC should not be penalized for that error because the
procurement proceeded upon the assumption that such
errors could, or would occur, and provided for corrective
measures." Finally, CDC has submitted affidavits which
state that it did not engage in any optimization during
the period between the first and second benchmarks and
that the sole purpose of the second benchmark was to
eliminate any system optimization or efficiencies that
resulted from "non-machine dependent" changes made to
the MSIS tape by CDC during the process of adaptation.
CDC therefore concludes that since, in fact, no optimization or fine tuning occurred during the ten-day period
between the initial and second benchmark, Tymshare was
not in any way prejudiced by the Coast Guard's allowance
of a late second benchmark.
Tymshare argues, however, that CDC was solely
responsible for the delay in scheduling the second benchmark because CDC made three "crucial" decisions which
precluded that firm from performing a timely benchmark
retrial. First, Tymshare alleges, CDC decided not to
obtain complete clarification of the benchmark rules
before it performed the first benchmark, i.e., CDC did
not request from the Coast Guard a comprehensive and
precise determination as to what system changes were
nonmachine dependent--which the notice prohibited--and
what changes were machine dependent--which the notice
permitted. Tymshare points to a meeting on August 23
between CDC and the Coast Guard, after CDC's initial
failure, in which the questions of machine and non
machine dependency were resolved "in a single meeting."
(According to CDC, the majority of CDC changes to the
MSIS which had been initially determined by the Coast
Guard to be nonmachine dependent were determined by the
Coast Guard to be machine dependent in nature at that
meeting, indicating that CDC's independent determinations of machine dependency were bona fide.) Second,
Tymshare argues that CDC did not disclose all changes
that had been made to the benchmark program prior to

the first benchmark in violation of specific benchmark
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rules. Third, Tymshare states that CDC's submissions
to our Office strongly suggest that CDC intentionally
made nonmachine dependent changes to reduce its cost
evaluation in the first benchmark. According to Tymshare:
"The solicitation certainly did not provide
a second benchmark so that offerors would
have a license to make prohibited manipulations in the first."
For these reasons, Tymshare concludes that the Coast
Guard should eliminate CDC from further consideration.
The record shows that CDC's evaluated cost under
the computer input/output resource category increased
as a result of the second benchmark by more than 13
percent. Its overall evaluated cost increased by about
four percent.
(We find that Tymshare and the other vendors were
not prejudiced by the Coast Guard's decision to permit
CDC to perform a second benchmark after the established
completion date without having amended the notice.)
First, all vendors except CDC had successfully pagsed
the initial benchmark or failed the second attempt by
the time the need for a formal amendment to thk/notice
arguably arose. As CDC points out, requiring/the Coast
Guard to amend the notice under such circumstances would
be tantamount to requiring a "useless ac-t1•", having no
effect on other prospective contractors. Thus,twe believe
the Coast Guard's refusal to con.sider Tymshare's late
technical amendment to its MASC X distinguishable since
all prospective contractors yo'uld have been potentially
affected by such agency action. Second, the record
clearly establishes thati in fact CDC did not engage in
optimization or othe'rmanipulation of the benchmark programs during theoperiod between its first and second
benchmark andx9hat the delay in notifying CDC of its
failure to pass the first benchmark was, at least in
part, the fault of the Coast Guard.?
However,(while we find no basis to sustain the
protest, we believe that the notice and the benchmark
procedures employed by the Coast Guard should be improved
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by imposing additional safeguards in instances where the
benchmark is used to determine vendors' evaluated costs.)
By letter of today to the Administrator of General
Services, we are suggesting that he consider revisions
to the TSP guidance provided to Executive agencies.
The protest is denied.,)

Deputy Comptroller General
of the United States

